# Small Format Interchangeable Core Rim Cylinder

## To Remove Core

Insert control key and rotate 15° to the right until action stops. Pulling on the key will now extract core from housing.

![Diagram of a Small Format Interchangeable Core Rim Cylinder with a control key inserted and rotated 15° to the right.](image)

## To Rotate Cam

Cylinder is shipped with driver bar in horizontal position.* To change position, remove retainer ring. Reposition driver bar to vertical position. Reinstall retainer ring.

![Diagram of a Small Format Interchangeable Core Rim Cylinder showing the retainer ring and driver bar in vertical position.](image)

---

* Driver bar shown in vertical position.
1 To Install Core
With control key fully inserted, rotate key 15° to the right and insert core into cylinder housing. Rotate key back to the upright position and remove control key.

2 To Install Completed Unit
Mounting screws are manufactured to break off or be cut to proper length for individual application, door range 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" to 3". (See locking mechanism instructions)
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